About the scoping hearings in Casper:

Wyoming Public Media: BLM Kicks Off Coal Meetings In Casper

K2 Radio: Wars Of Words On Coal, Climate; Industry, Environmentalists Comment On Leasing Moratorium

County 17: Differing opinions at BLM Federal Coal scoping in Casper

Casper Star Tribune: Federal mining policies, on display in Casper, become new front in fight over coal

AP: Showdown over federal coal leasing reform at Casper hearing ran in: Washington Times, Gillette News Record, Hastings Tribune, Clay Center Dispatch

Wyoming Business Report: Speakers decry ‘heavy hand of regulation’ at BLM coal meeting

Wyofile: Opposing groups to rally at federal coal hearing

About the Federal Coal Program:

AP article by Mead Gruver called Mine Environmental Risk Grows With Bankruptcies In Big Coal